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Reviewer's report:

This manuscript provides case details on patients diagnosed with Candida auris in a single hospital in Pakistan.

The data presented provides valuable information on the spectrum of infections that C. auris can cause. However there are a number of areas that need clarification and amendments before it could be considered for publication.

1. The major issue is that it appears that only 15 out of the 193 isolates were confirmed to be C. auris by internationally recognized methodology. The other isolates have been speciates using conventional culture, phenotypic morphology and API20C which are not reliable. The lack of absolute prove of speciation by approved methods for C. auris identification compromises the analysis of the entire study. This needs to be addressed.

2. Background: line 59. It would be better to point out that there are numerous misidentifications.

3. Methodology: page 5, line 91. Please specify what breakpoints have been used.

4. Page 6, line 98. Risk factors need to be listed. Who did the data collection (grade and specialty) and validation? Line 99. Please specify clinical signs and symptoms, were inflammatory markers taken into account i.e. WBC and CRP? Line 107. When assessing positive urine culture it should be stated if WBC, epithelial cells are taken into account. Throughout study catheter urines should also be stated compared to mid stream urines.

5. Methodology: it is important to provide information on whether the hospital had an antifungal policy and what the first line empirical treatment for C. auris infection was. What is considered correct dosing and in cases of voriconazole use was therapeutic drug monitoring performed to assure correct 'dosing'?

6. Page 7, line 120 spelling mistake 'pus collection'

7. Page 7, line 123. Please specify mortality: crude or attributable or both?

8. Results page 8, line 140: unfortunately the majority of C. auris isolates can only be reported as presumed unless species is confirmed by an approved method such as WGS, PCR etc.

9. Page 8, line 149. Please state what kind of antifungal group patient received, such as azole etc.

10. Page 8, line 154. Please state how many urines were catheter urines compared to MSUs.

11. Page 9, line 162. Please clarify 'exposure' keratitis. ? keratitis externa?

12. Page 9, line 163. Please specify asymptomatic candiduria. How many patients had a urinary catheter and was the catheter removed and urine re-cultured? This would be an important assessment to differentiate colonization versus asymptomatic infection.
14. Page 13, line UTI infections, please specify catheter versus mid stream urine infections.
15. Again, comment on appropriate antifungal (Page 13, line 227) it is important to state at the beginning if the hospital had an empirical treatment policy for candidaemia and UTI.
16. Page 14 line 234, it is unclear how (route of administration, dosing) amphotericin (and which formula) has been given.
17. Discussion. One important point is to make that (I assume) the hospital did not screen for C auris on admission or during hospital stay. The statement stat most patients had infection rather that colonization (page 15, line 256) should therefore be revised. It may well be that many patients are colonized on the wards but unless samples from non sterile sites and screening sites are taken the rate of colonized patients will not be known! 'colonization' assumption should also be reviewed on page 17, line 287. Unless patient were systematically screened one cannot say they were not colonized. Statement on page 18, line 308 in conclusion regarding colonization should also be revised.
18. Page 16, line 271. 'time to clearance' it has not been made clear how infections were followed up> How was 'clearance' defined? Were sequential blood cultures taken on all candidaemia patients? This is not stated in the methods.
19. Page 17, line 297. It is common knowledge that early line removal as source control is a major part for managing candidaemia, appropriate literature should be cited here.
20. It would be interesting to have some discussion on possible cross infection and whether any infection control is being implemented for positive cases in view of C auris propensity to cause outbreaks.
21. There are many tables. It would be better to summarize some data in a different form and reduce number of tables.
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